RECOVERY
Can Ireland be first?
There is a way out of Boom Bust economics

public talk and panel discussion

Trinity College
Walton Theatre (Nassau St. entrance)

Thursday 2nd April at 7.30 pm
€15 (at door)

Four years ago FRED HARRISON published ‘Boom Bust; Depression 2010, Housing and Banking Crisis’.

In March 2008 a packed audience in Trinity College found Harrison’s explicit prediction and explanation of how Ireland faced an inevitable and serious property related banking crises hard to believe.

Now Fred Harrison returns to debate in public, with three experienced economic commentators, his “positive and practical proposals for a sustainable recovery and stable economic growth in Ireland”.

Damien Kiberd, economist and broadcaster is Chairman.

Organised by the Land Resource Research Group (www.LRRG.org) and the School of Philosophy and Economic Science.
Contact: 01 8781762 / 087 6751160